GENERAL NOTES
BOND AND GROUND THE CONDUIT SYSTEM (LIGHTING) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPLICABLE PORTIONS OF SPECIFICATION 292C-94.

ADDITIONAL BARS AND DECK CONCRETE REQUIRED TO CONSTRUCT THE LIGHT POLE ANCHORAGE IS INCIDENTAL TO THE CONCRETE BARRIER AND DECK CONCRETE PAY ITEMS, RESPECTIVELY.

ANCHOR BOLT CLUSTER IS INCLUDED IN PRICE BID FOR "CONDUIT SYSTEM."

1. EXTEND THE 3/4" DIA. PVC COATED RIGID STEEL CONDUIT 3' ABOVE THE BARRIER AND INSTALL CAST.
2. USE CONCRETE BARRIER SHEETS FOR TYPICAL BARRIER AND DECK CONCRETE PAY ITEMS, RESPECTIVELY.
3. PROVIDE COMBINATION DEFLECTION/EXPANSION FITTING PER SPEC., 50%.
4. PLACE GROUND ROD IN EACH HANDHOLE WITH EXOTHERMIC WELD.

TEXT IN ITALICS ARE DESIGNER NOTES. REMOVE PRIOR TO PLOTTING FINAL PLAN.

BOND REINFORCEMENT QUANTITY. WEIGHT OF REINFORCEMENT IS INCLUDED IN BILL OF REINFORCEMENT.

ADDITIONAL REINFORCING FOR LIGHT BLISTERS.

END OF BRIDGE SLAB PLACE GROUND ROD IN EACH HANDHOLE WITH EXOTHERMIC WELD.
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